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THE FIRST KING'S GROSS.
THE 1850 GNR TERMINUS IN MAIDEN
LANE AND ITS SUBSEQUENT FATE

by Peter Kay
INTRODUCTION

The trainshed roofs of the Jirst Great Northern Raitway terminus (usually referred to as ,Maiden Lane, during its
construction and by twentieth century historians) were erected 150 years ago this year. They remained intacl fornearly twelve decades after passenger trffic was transfeted to the permanent King's Cross'station in 1g52. They
yere, latterly, qmongst the most significant surviving structures frim any of the eirly London pqssenger termini.
But, hidden by later accretions on all sides, they went unrecognised. R:ailway histo-rians were content to talk in
vdgue tetms as to the position of the original terminus, and it was not till ,nlt o|tu the roofs' demolition (which
t-ook place around 1970) that anything appeared in print demonstrating exactly where the stition was situated and
how it related to the remaining structures of the King's Cross Goods"Yard site. only fragments remained by the
time of thefirst detailed archaeological investigation in 1988. In 1999 the spandrel biai, of on" arcade are still

Earlier investigations and published
accounts.

The 1850 station's site was correctly identified in print
n 1982 by Chris Duffell in an article in the GNR
Society Newsletterr putting to death a half formed myth
that it had been sited north of the Maiden Lane (york
Way) road overbridge. Greater publicity was gained by
the opening in December 1982 of an exhibition on
King's Cross at the Museum of London, arranged by
Duffell's research colleague, Dave Challis, where the
1850 terminus site was again referred to correctly.

London industrial archaeologists had been taking an
interest in the site prior to this. In 1975 GLIAS and the
Camden History Society made a photographic survey
of King's Cross goods yard (as part of a wider study of
all the goods yard sites in Camden). Malcolm Tucker
then discovered the 1850 Lewis Cubiu drawings of the
temporary terminus roofs at the Institution of Civil
Engineers, and realised that these matched the
surviving fragments. But interest at this time was

focused on those buildings, which remained intact, and
it was not until 1988, prompted by further demolition
and proposals for redevelopment of the Goods yard,
that further industrial archaeological investigations
shedding more light on the 1850 station were made.
Stephen Duckworth and Barry Jones carried out a full
survey of the Goods Yard2 at the instigation of Robert
Thorne, then of English Heritage London Division, and
Malcolm Tucker did work on the 1850 terminus site in
particular. In 1989 a short piece by Alan A. Jackson on
the 1850 terminus appeared in the R&CHS Joumall
giving further publicity to the station site and referring
to the ICE drawings as evidence. In 1990 Change at
King's Cross appeared,a containing a chapter by Robert
Thorne on the Goods Yard, which is the most
comprehensive published account to date of the Goods
Yard as a whole, but also describing the l g50 terminus
in more detail (albeit somewhat briefly). This book
reflected the archaeological investigations; by
coincidence the same year also produced a new title on
King's Cross from the railway publisher Irwell press,

I
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Whilst making no pretence to be a fully researched
learned work, this book did include many new source

citations and photographs regarding the 1850
terminus. By 1990 therefore, the outline facts as to the
1850 station's site and buildings were readily
available in print.

However, most of these previous accounts were
essentially dealing with the 1850 passenger terminus
either as a forerunner of the 1852 terminus or as a
poor part-player amidst the greater glories of the rest
of the King's Cross Goods Yard site, now one of
London's finest remaining railway industrial
archaeology sites. This article seeks'to give the 1850

station a fuller treatment in its own right 150 years

after the Great Northern Railway main line and the
temporary terminus opened in August 1850,
correlating all that is known about its construction and

subsequent uses, combining the railway history
sources and the archaeological site work and
considering the structures in greater detail.

Planning for the temporary terminus
(184e)

The GNR's original intention had been to have a

terminus at King's Cross (i.e. the 1852 permanent

station site) ready for the opening of the line. But land
negotiations proved difficult and money started to run
short. In the winter of 1848/9 there was a strong
attempt by an'economy' faction to abandon the King's
Cross terminus altogether and erect in lieu a

permqnent terminus in Maiden Lane, north of the
Regent's Canal. With the national economy at a nadir,
this was an understandable urge, but the more far
sighted people within the company were utterly
against it, correctly realising as they did how much
more athactive a station in the Euston Road would be

to passengers by comparison with a terminus in the

squalid parts north of the canal. But with the works on
the main line at large drifting towards completion, and

nothing at all started at King's Cross, it was obvious
by this date that a permanent terminus at King's Cross

could not be ready by the line's opening. Hence even
the advocatgs of King's Cross had to accept that a

temporary terminus would be needed north of the
canal for the f,rrst year or two. By the late summer of
1849 the'economy' faction had been all but defeated
and this notion of a temporary terminus was being
agreed by all. On 6'h September 1849 the GNR Board
requested that a 'report on the whole question of a

London station' be prepared before their next
meeting.6 The Engineer Joseph Cubitt duly reported
on 27'h Septembe/ and it was at this time that the

notions of a temporary terminus were transformed

into a specific plan for the particular site actually
adopted. Cubitt cominented that other possible sites for
a temporary terminus existed (a) on part of the
permanent terminus site or (b) between Caledonian
Road and Holloway Road, but these were not serious
contenders as the first would cause too much disruption
to work on the permanent station and the second was
too far from the metropolis for credibility. He therefore
brought along with him on 27'h September only one set

of draft plans, for a temporary terminus on the eastern

side of the goods yard site alongside Maiden Lane. This
he estimated at'f,I5,000 for a'building for offices', two
platforms 500ft long roofed over, five tracks for
carriage standage and cleaning and a carriage shed for
80 carriages 'to be arranged for removal elsewhere
later', all to be constructed as cheaply as possible.
These September plans do not survive but Cubitt's
comments are readily relatable to what was actually
done.

Cubitt pointed out that the temporary station would be

situated directly above the tunnel (Gasworks Tunnel, as

later known) down to the permanent station, which was
to be built cut-and-cover owing to its closeness to the
surface. No work had been started on this tunnel as yet
but it would clearly have to be completed, or at least the
portion in question completed, and the ground restored,
before work on erecting the station roof and platforms
could begin. The GNR Board agreed to this and John
Jay, who had been given the contract for all work south
of Copenhagen Tunnel back in 1848 but had been
unable to do anything hitherto, began work on this
middle part of the tunnel immediately, in October 1849.

It was not a difficult job (unlike the passage under the
canal at the south end of this tunnel) and 55 ft was
reported already arched in at the end of November and

300 ft by mid-February 1850. At the same time Jay was
also busy levelling the ground in the goods yard area.

[Whilst this original 'bore' of Gasworks Tunnel was
cut-and-cover it might be noted that the later second
(eastern) and third (western) bores were made as bored
tunnels, because the buildings could not be disturbed
and indeed the ground was not allowed to be broken
owing to the heavy traffic use of the potato market].

The plans for the temporary passenger station were now
being progressed in tandem with those for the adjacent
permanent goods facilities. Lewis Cubitt was appointed
Architect for both in December 1849. He presented

'coloured rough drawings'to the Stations Committee on
l4'h January 1850,8 commenting'I am decidedly of the
opinion that all the buildings should be erected in a

plain substantial manner'. These drawings were for the
goods shed and granary, 'engine house', 'engine
stabling' [oco shed], carriage shed, office block,
lodges, gas meter office, etc; and the 'booking offices'

[station building] and platforms for the temporary
passenger station. Of the latter he noted'The temporary
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Fig l. This illustrationfromthelllustratedLondonNews of 3OthAugust 1851, depictingtheQueen'sprogress to
Scotland on 27th August is the only knownview of the 1850 terminus in its passenger days(or indeed at iny time
ptior to the 1864 alterations). The artist is positioned at the south end of the Arrival side trainshed with the station
building (of which no views at all are known) immediately behind him. That the Royal Train should be departing
from the Arrival platfurm need not cause surprise; it was closer to the road. The Aruival side roof is well iepicte"d
(although the central raised louvre is omitted) and its reverse curvqture clearly shown; but the Departure side roof
left) is shown too narrow. The roofs tzere open at both sides and cannot have kept out much of the weather on
rough days! The spandrels are seen to be as those surviving in 1999. In the backgriund a rather childishly drawn
North London train is seen en route to Fenchurch Street. The high staging atfar left, onwhich a loyal but not very
safety conscious crowd stands to cheer, has caused some puzzlement in the past; it was qn overhead contractor's
tub line to carry spoil from the King's Cross permanent station site to a tipping area at the north end of the goods
yard site, thereby keeping this trffic off the public roads. It was newly completed at this date. Another view
appears in Change at King's Cross, p.98.
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Fig.2. (Onfacing page) Part of Lewis Cubitt's 30th March 1850 planfor the Goods Yard site (l l) showing

the temporary passenger stqtion area, with the east side of the main goods shed at top left. In the

accompanying Contract Specification (12) the Departure-side roof is desuibed as ' Another lron Roof 500

ft (sic) long and 45 ft wide for the Departure Platftrm of the Passenger Stqtion, to be supported on the

western side by a row of iron columns and iron bearers, qnd on the eastern side for (rather more than) two

fifths of its lenglh by the Wall of Brick Building and for the remaining nearly three fifths of the east side by

the row of Columns and Beqrers that will form the East [sic] side of the adjacent roof'
As the plan shows, the'500ft' should read '47sft' (19 bays of 25ft), although it is clear from the September

1849 reference that it had originally been intended to have this roof 500ft in length. The 'East' at the end

should read 'West'.

The Arrival-side roofis referred to as 'Another lron Roofin connectionwith the last toform the covering

over the Passengers Arrival platfurm, 500ft long and 50 ft wide supported entirely by Columns and Bearers

on each side'.
The plan agrees in this case. However the Aruival-side roof was not, in the event, built 500ft long (see

caption Fig.5.)
This is the sole surviving planfrom the 1850-1852 period - there are io plans showing the track layout of
the 1850 terminus. It is a pre-construction plan.
The thin longitudinal lines shown running the full length of each roof must represent the platform edges.

The thicker line running the full length of the Arrival-side roof must be the kerb line of the roadway which

extended under the roof to allow passengers off trains to j oin road vehicles under cover (cf. the position of
Queen Victoria's carriage). Passengers coming to catch trains would normally enter through the station

building, the west side of whichfaced on to the south end of the Departure plaform (and thewest side brick

wall of which supported the southernmost 200 ft of the east side of the Departure-side roofs, as noted
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Fig.3. Section of the Departwre (left) andAffiv.al-side roofs of the 1850 terminus' TheJormer has spaceJbr tvvo

tracks to the west of the 20ft wide Deparru" pUru"'*' tt'i tot:in' only one track' a 20ft wide platform and an I Bft

yf: ::;l:fiTi;:1,;r'1:{; connected to Jive wrought iron hanger rods and four wrought iron ctiag'nat struts' A

longitudinal tie-bar ,r, ,ir|ri kngth of the ,r;i;;;:rr; rhn 
'n'nr"l ,bossesi 

this is shown on the ILi'{ illustration

(which however, nrronnouiil"rno*', o incond tinginaira r,:-b:, y'dn' the line of'hanger rods to the lefi)'

This dran,ing (from the Cubitt plans) relates ,oinz *;,aaru 275.ft of the rooJ)ngwhiere the tvt'o roofs run side by

side. (CourtesY ICE)'

reommend should have brick walls - materials

i"""irirg but small loss on the removal of the buildings

-th; ffitf"t*s for the passengers t9 ue 
laio 

with2%

aJ Uutt"rrt or with strong Llangollen slate flags on

il;i;t"k tleeper walls' ihe platforms to be covered

with slating or iron roofing''

In fact tenders had already been sought-for all these

f"ifairgt in advertisementi put out on 26'n.December'

il;;ffi;;nsidered bv the Board on 2lo January and

fp"Trrupt pt.dictably) iohn Jay was given this job

*ttl.t 
"onja 

be the more readily done in combination

*iif, frit general line construction contract here than by

another party. The completion date was set at 1" July

1 850.

This contract did not include the roofs for the passenger

r"ri; i"; u,ry of the other iron roofing); as the

"r.*.ri:*t 
quoted makes clear Lewis Cubitt had not

v.ii-"rit:.a the design of the roofs at January 1850'

'Working plans and elevations' for the buildings in Jay's

contract were shown in February and he began work

immediately. J.Stevens took up post as 'Clerk of Works

at the station building, Maiden Lane' on 1l"'^February'

foffo*"a by J. Coachman as Inspector of Carpenters

and C.HanLon as Inspector of Bricklayers' At this time

the temporary pu,,"ng"' termlnus- was regularly 
'

referred to as 'the stati; at Maiden Lane' or similar'

Ho*"u", it was 'King's Cross' for all official and public

purposes once it oPened'

The passenger station work was only a small part of

Jay's January building contract, b.ut 1e must now

.o'r".nttut. on it to theixclusion of the other buildings'

Building the TemPorarY Terminus

(1850)

The main station building was clear to the east of the

tunnel excavations and for that reason it could be

p.""..a.a with immediately' On 27'h March 1850

ioseph Cubitt reported 'the temporary passenger

tOri", building is now having its roof fixed'' [i'e' the

,""i"f tfr" buiiiing itself - not the trainshed roofsl'

Only in March did Lewis Cubitt produce drawings for

il.'iro, trainshed roofs for the goods shed and

ourr.nnr. station. He asked the Board to advertise for

*td;;;. its March; the drawings (as preserved at the

;;il; dated 30'n Marchl and on l7'n.April the

Stations Committee gave the contract to Robertson &

Lister of Glasgow. fire completion date was given as 1"

lriy tttt. sam-e as Jay's contract) but this was hardly

practicable given the start date'

It would appear that the tunnel work was wholly

."*pf"i"a UV eptif (as ther-e are.no references to the

rooferection being delayed from that cause)'
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Fig.4. (above) Stanford's Map, 1862, enlarged. This map gives an idea of the position of the 1850 station in
relation to the 1852 King's Cross, and has been included primarily because it is the best available planfor the

185 j- 1864 period. Except that the 'Midld Raily Sta' [i.e the Midland Goods Shed - the 'Carriage Shed' on

Cubitt's 1850 planl is shown with curving walls instead of as a rectangular building, the accuracy is pretty good.

The wording 'Potato Wqrehouses' appeqrs against the I 850 passenger station building, although it could be

deemed also to include the block against Maiden Lane boundary north of Rivers Street which is postulated to be

the nant I85 3 warehouse block (see text). For comment on the passenger stcition roofs see the caption to.Fig.5.
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Fig. 5. (onfacing page) is based on the OS 1/1056 plan, surveyed in 1871, with the warehouse numbering and
1850 column positions added by Mqlcolm Tucker with the help of a l/600 railway plan of 1890, the 1850 Cubitt
plan and the I 988 site obseryations. The fit is not perfect because of disclepancies in the OS , the polygonal rear
wall of Potato Ofices Nos 7 to 14 should follow more closely the curve of the arcade. The western arcade was

shown on the OS, but inaccurately It has been redrqwn here with its columns in their actual positions and showing
the wall in the end bay.

The 1864 'Potato Warehouses' were numbered l-36 from the north end. The 25ft width of each potato ffice
frontage was directly reloted to the 25ft boys of the 1850 roofs, as the transverse sidings had to be fiued in between

roof columns. The pattern of pairs of sidings is the same throughout except that it is interrupted at Nos. 17 and I I
where the roofing is qt maximum skew to the fficefrontage.
Fig: .... (right??) has been drmun by Malcolm Tucker to show our conclusions 'upon the extent of the various
phases of roofs that covered the potato market. It also shows the centre lines of the three Maiden Lane or
'Gasworlts' Tunnels, immediately beneath the site, with construction dates.

None of the existing OS or GNR plans shoys the 1850 roofs dffirentiatedfrom the 1864 and later structures. As a
result one has to work out for oneself the exact length and positions of the 1850 roofs as built, from fairly limited
evidence; and this rqises one or two problems which hqve not been mentioned previously.
The Departure-side roof was indeed built 19 boys @75ft) in length,

and in the position shown on Cubitt's plqn. However the northernmost
boy ,f its western side was a brick wall which still stands. This is
already shown on the 1865 plan (see note I9), although ignored by the

1871 OS. We may guess that it was a last minute change during
building in 1850, after the Bricklayers' Arms roof collapse, to give
gr e at er longitu dinal st ability.
The Arrival-side roof raises more questions. Cubilt's plan shows it
500ft long, extending (in post 1864 terms) from Warehouse No.9 to

Warehouse No. 29. But a 1948 aerial photograph (Steam llorld,
January 1996) shows its longitudinal ridge starting at Warehouse
No.6, with 5% bays of 1864 transverse-ridged roofing to the north of
this to cover lfiarehouses Nos. l-5.
The last four bays of the longtitudinal roof have no central raised
lowre like the rest, while the 1890 plan indicates a sharper curvqture,

600 ft rather than the standard 900 ft radius, for thesefour. In thefifth
bay, at Warehouses Nos.l0-l l, the western arcade had a buttress wall,
similar to that on the Departure side just mentioned. Thesefeatures all
suggest a 475 ft original length for the Arrival side and a 100 ft
extension,
Most significantly, the aerial photograph and several plans (including
most obviously the 1862 Stanford map reproduced here) show or
indicate a third longitudinal ridged roof on the eastern side, which
Cubitt's plan does not include at all (and which previous authors have
not mentioned) 275ft long and 30ft wide approx., this stretchedfrom
Warehouse No 6 (in line with the ultimate north end of the Arrival-
side roofl to Warehouse No.I7. Whilst not originally part of the April
1850 contract, this roof and the northward extension of the main roof
can hardly hcwe been built later than 1850-2. (It has to be saidthat the
August 185 I ILN lllustration shows no hint of it but it could hqve been

omitted as background). The purpose has to be guessed but it most
likely covered a dock platform for the loading and unloading of road
vehicles, horses etc. Such a platform almost certainly did exist at this
point. The 1900 Railway Magazine article refers to the Duke of
Wellington using it ('he had driven up to our little temporary stqtion in
his own carriage, and, so seated, hewas rolled on to an open carriage
truck at the wharfl.
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The opening of the line was now drawing ever closer'

i"rO.tt for"gas lighting, asphalting' and wood paving

i* trr. p"*.iger ind {ooas stations were accepted in

irn". lor"pt dubitt's report of 4'h July reads: -

'All the space occupied by the temporary passenger

,tatio*is'formedtoitslevel-considerableprogressis-mtade 
in the prupa'i'g of road metals-foy tle stqtion

vards. Some progress is mqde with the laying of the

';;r;;;r;:* .7... , think att the arrangements of the

temporqry passenger station will be ready in one
"*r:r,in 

.."Tie building which contqins the ffices' and

,n iirtf*:*t will un"doubtedly be ready'-I scarcely feel';;;i;;; ;' tu the ptatfurm ioofs; but 
.these 

can easitv

w""*it"*a o|tei ttti opening and the want of them

need not delaY that event''

On 17'h July Joseph Cubitt undertook to have the whole

ii". t"uay for opening by 7'h August' and the Board

""..pi.Jifr"t 
Oate. capt' Wpne made the government

insoection of the line between London and

;'.r"J;;;;*n o' zg'n and 30'h Julv 
e' In the manner of

histimehisreportsareexceedinglybriefandgiveus
." A*"ift at all of the terminus' save for noting that

"-.r"t 
fr"O been introduced on its approach where the

line had been shown straight in the parliamentary plans'

il; ril he found unobjeltionable given-the inevitably

l-"sneJ of ffains. oi ttr-e uncompleted,t::l::t.:i:1

railway companies complete stations .after 
a line

oo.n.d. at this date' The [ine' and the temporary

nlrr"rn* terminus, duly opened on Wednesday 
'/'

lrerrriissO (Goods traific only began in November)'

As late as January 1851 there was a complaint from the

nl**f tnunuger that the 'glazing over the. shed of the

;;;;;;;;#f"rm in the King's cross station'was still

i;;;;;;"'iitand Joseph cubitt was asked to have the

."toritort see to iL'This is the last known reference to

itr" 
""rpf.Ung 

of the passenger.^station',which then

r.of"a afwn to its brief working life as such'

In October 1850 Lewis Cubitt made a request to the

i"*Jitt" the roofing for the permanent King's Cross

*t*r*"t station, hitherto intended to be of the same

Dattern as at the temporary terminus' should be of a

ltff*;il"t1gn o*ing to the temporary terminus roofs

fr"i U.itg Jonsider-ed safe'' This extraordinary

submission is recorded in the minutes without

comment! The reason for it was undoubtedly the fact

that Lewis Cubitt's quite similar 1844 roof at

;;"kl"yt^ Arms had clllapsed on 21st August 1850

after a column was struck by a rail vehicle' Anyway

thus were the famous twin roofs of King's Cross born'

e*to*n.wouldhaveit,thetemporarytetminusroofs
never caused any embarrassment' whereas the 1852

firrg, Ctot. roofs quickly proved unsatisfactory'

ffiriilffi;^i,*p."iirg officers weie still happv to let

Fig.6 A tsso, u,i;n*;li,;ffi;iiir1r,* 
'a'so 

nnpor,url.sic\1oof,^lhowing the tB64 
-'.warehouse' 

ptatJorms at

right. The nearest,.iudging by th^e roof crr*oturJ,-irZitt,n, l'{o 29 oi yo sl ihe uppn'qoors of'the 'v'arehouses'

seem to have been usedtargetvfo' 
"ryp-y '*:":;";;:"yi:::*i:::if!i:;,1';,;;;','l*,:ff;ff:?;",y;

if:f,';,Y; :r"::;:;tr::tr:yl;;1?!tr;::;;ere used ror hanging "p";;;; 
;, drv, either individuattv as here or

by dint of lines tied acrists. 
-A, 

*r, nor*oi p'i"ti'";*'k gooal 
';nd"' 

locomotives were not permitted within the

iotato Market area, all shunting being done b;;;;;:r:;;za4stay ,and 
rope' setteral capstqn heads are evident in

the foreground here. The adiaint wogon -tu'n'tiil"' 
o' 

"'"h 
o7 tl" t*o'*'in longitudinal sidings were linked by

diagonar connections iri-ri*ro*a onlhu tgrt os1 ,o give thi necettri'i*iuitity o|rogon movements; one of

-it 

"7u 
dt ogonal connections is clear at bottom left'



In 1851 the station was put under severe pressure by
Great Exhibition traffic. The GNR minutes are largely
silent on this and the only substantive recollections by
J. Medcalf in the Railway Magazine, January 1900 are
anecdotal in nature. It seems likely that additional ad
hoc platform capacity was needed, or perhaps the use
of sidings without platforms for Excursion trains, but
searching of likely sources has still failed to produce
any factual evidence ."

The Potato Market Conversion of
1852t3

The permanent King's Cross passenger terminus

Fig.7. Thefronts of Potato Offices 21,20 and l9
across the internal roadwayfrom the bottom of the
YorkWay (Maiden Lane) retainingwall, August 197j.
The brick entqblature carrying the name boards of the
merchants was a parapet wall to conceal the ends of
the low timber roofs over the ffices themselves
(whichwere outside the area of the 1850 roofing).
The boarded gable ends above the entablature and
the plain steel girders qcross the roadway, represent
the 1896/7 roofing. lthilst the term Potato 'Offices' is
used inthis article to distinguishfrom the storqge-
bank'warehouses' behind, infact the ffice as such
was a 1 Oft by I 5ft room to the side of the entrance
door, and the rest of this front part of the merchants
accommodation was given over to wooden shelving

for sacked potqtoes ready for sale. (Malcolm Tucker)
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opened on Thursday l4th October 1852 and the 1850
temporary terminus ceased to be used for passenger
traffic from that date. However men moved in
immediately to rearrange it as a wholesale potato
market, and it opened for business in that new role on
Monday l7'h October.ra

Whilst it had always been understood that the
temporary terminus would pass over to goods use, the
specific idea of the potato market had never been
mentioned in 1850. The GN had acquired a substantial
potato traffic by 1852 and the main existing market was
at Tooley Street south of the river; there was no real
logic in carting such a heavy commodity across
London.

The market enjoyed success from the start and the
volume of potatoes (and other vegetables) handled
increased over the years. The October 1852
rearrangements were clearly no more than a

replacement of the passenger furnishings with a basic
potato., storage capacity, and within a few months it
became clear that something better was needed. In
April 1853 the General Manager recommended the
building of a line of potato warehouses with two floors

[soon changed to three], estimated cost f,2,000, to be
erected in time for the next season [winter 1853/4; the
potato traffrc continued all year but peaked in the
winterl The .building of this new block is well
documented in Joseph Cubitt's Engineer's reportsrs;
after delays from a bricklayers strike he was able to
note on 28'h November 1853 'the new warehouse in
Maiden Lane is ready for occupation', and we may
assume it was brought into use around December 1853.
This 1853 potato warehouse block has never been
mentioned in previous accounts of the site but the 1862
Stanford map (Fig.4) shows a 150ft by 40ft building
alongside the Maiden Lane boundary which is in an
obviously suitable position from the potato traffic
viewpoint and readily compatible with Cubitt's 'in
Maiden Lane' description. It was destined for a short
life, as described below.

At the same time the 1850 passenger station buildings
(which, it will be recalled, had originally been intended
for demolition once passenger use ended) were more
substantially altered internally to suit them for the
potato merchants' purposes. Cubitt's report pf 29th
November 1853 noted ' the alteration of the old
pqssenger station into Potatoe V[/arehouses ,s
proceeding ropidly.'

It would seem that the 1850 building was not
substantively altered externally, and as the train shed
roofs were not altered either, the 1850 station remained
pretty well intact so far as its basic structures were
concerned, probably including the platforms.'
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All this is confirmed by a contemporary magazine

,"pon' 'The sutounding buildings, once the ffices
and waiting rooms for tickets and passengers hwe
'b,een 

chan{ed into dipots and market houses crqmmed

,iti ptutliric sacks-and the platfurm itself i1 heaped

up wfh them.... In addition to this, lofty brick edifices

hovn oriren on the surounding land to serve as
', 

o, n h, o u, 
", 

7o r t h e s al e s m e n an d"p o t a t o -fa c t.9 
-r 

s' ) 
u

it" ,nuj*iiy of the potato merchants still.had to

ooerate from sheds in the open parts of the site'

rri*"r"t.t'It would seem that the small block later

known as Warehouses 37 and 38 (see Fig'5') was built

in 1853, or soon after."

The 1 864 Reconstruction

The Potato Market as it was latterly (and' in

consequence, the remains of the 1850 station

as they existed latterly) was created in a further

and more fundamental rebuilding of 1864'

Contemporary sources are not over-helpful but

it appears that this comPrised

r the building of a 900 ft' long row of 36

small brick-built 'warehouses' for

individual Potato merchants, each

comprising i single storey office for

public business fronting onto a n-ew

internal roadway running along the fulI

length of the Maiden Lane boundary wall'

ati a 2 storey storage bank behind' Some

'off,ices' had basement stores' The storage

banks were open at the top because they

were either under the 1850 trainshed roofs

or under new areas of overall transverse

ridge-roofing erected in 1864'

r Removal of the 1850 station platforms (or

whatever portions of them remained after

1853) and installation of a new siding

layout comprising two fuIl length sidings

under the Departure side roof with wagon

turntables giving access to short transverse

sidings serving each potato 'warehouse''

I Demolition of the 1850 passenger station

buildings, which were in the way of the

new work, new roofing being erected over

their site.

r Demolition of the 1853 potato warehouse

block against Maiden Lane, which was in

the way-of the new internal road'rn This

was i ,ur" instance of substantial

demolition amongst the King's Cross

Goods Yard buildings, and one wonders if

the three storey building had been unpopular with

the merchants - it would certainly have required

more sack-lugging than the post 1864

arrangements did!

The August 1864 GNR shareholders meeting was told

tnulg+O,O0O was being spent on the potato market

works and it was expected that they would be

competed by the end of September, before the

potato season commenced''o

The trainshed roofs were not altered and now became

ti *ty remaining portion of the 1850 station (of

which however they had always been the most

significant feature anyway).

Fig.S.Afragment of the eastern arcade of the 1850 Arcival side

)rrl, ".pria 
as a"result of the c1970 -('*?Ju':y 

This column

;;;';;;;""t;ly been hiddinwithin office No'24 (thewalt at right

it ii" t*rn 
"ia 

o7 Office No'23, then still standing)' Bevond is
'ine 

western or"od" iithe 1550 Departure side roof' supporting

the tSSS roofing. Photogaph 1973 lookingwestfrom YorkWay'

(Malcolm Tucker).



Fig.9. A rear view in 1988 of Potato Office No. 14, showing the columns and
spandrel beam embedded in the 1864 brichuork. This, as the plan here shows,
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substantial further change. Each
merchant could now unload
potatoes direct from wagons to
his own storage platform, from
where the sacks had to be moved
only a shoft distance to
customers' carts in the roadway.

To give an idea of the traffic,
97,622 tons of potatoes were
recorded as handled here in the
year 18681921 and I 10,000 tons of
potatoes plus 36,000 tons ofother
vegetables per annum average in
the 1920s.22 The tonnagds were
quite variable as between one
year and the next according to the
success ofthe crop in the various
potato growing areas.

The 1888 and 1896/7
Roofing

Even after 1864 a good number
of potato merchants still had to
operate in the open, in the area

between the 'Midland Goods
Shed' and the 1 850 roofs. In 1 888
these merchants threatened to
decamp to better accommodation
recently opened by the Midland
Railway at St. Pancras, and to
placate them the GNR was
obliged to erect a large area of
new roofing. Richard Johnson the
GN Engineer (who was, it will be

seen, fully aware of the past),
wrote to the General Manager
Henry Oakley on 26'h April
I ggg23

belonged to the eastern arcade ofthe 'eastern'roof. Offices 15,16 and l7 also ,,,
hacl rimains of this arcade visible in I 988. The 'warehouses' behind hLai alt 'Y7t1 

luill 
remember that the roof

been demolished and the cars are parked on their site. The upper limit of ,i" Yli?l covered the platfurm at

whitewashed qrea marks the /tooi between the lower and upper floorc o7 tthe 
Maiden Lane,when the railway

'warehouse', the upper floor seemingly not having been deemed .orriry of y^" ope.ned for passenger

whitewashing. (ttaiiotm rucker). ' ' 
'i,ifri;,;:!:;;#'#?r:ill;7,
proposed to continue the roofing
now asked.for'

Though generally known as the'Potato warehoLses The western side of this 1888 roof was supported on
subsequently, the 1864 structures did not resemble the wall of the ,Midland Goods Shed,and the eastern
'warehouses' in the normal sense of the term, as side on the existing lg50 columns (the west side
buildings, being rather offices with open platforms 

corumns of the Departure-side roof) as per Johnson's
behind' Their less than elegant appearance. was comment. ror good measure a further area of new
however outweighed by a considerable convenience roofing *us p.orided, contiguous but constructiona[y
for the job, hence their lasting a century with no diffferZnt, over the area between the main goods shed

X
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Fig.10. Since c]990 the only remains of ,the 
l8'50 pc$senger ,!\t,:n roofs have been the 18 spandrel beams of the

west arcade of the oepaito-i" ,ii" roo7'@lus the pioiiluti-taso trictrwall of the 'r9th bay' of this roof at its north

end. The spandrel beams hwe ,urviiui becq"r:,;;i;;;;.v in which tne t du roofing (which is stitl whollv extant

in 1999) was support"i on rl* existing tS50ironwo'k ie'e' unfortunately the 1850 columns themselves were

replaced at some time ii th-e ientieth irrtrry iy-tn"r, pton rolled steel l-siction columns'I Malcolm Tucker]



(Conlinuecl Jrom page 5 I )
and the 'Midland Goods Shed'. The contract for
these works was given to Andrerv Handyside & Co.
of Derby in June I 8 88 for f 14^83 5.

Finally in 1896 7 the internal roadway between the
potato offices and ihe N,laiden Lane wall was roofed
over so that cans loading outside the merchants
offices couid nou be under cover. At the same tirne
a stretch of the nio rnain sidings. north of the 1850
Depanure-side root-. \\as co\,ered over. After this
scarceh, a potato (or potato man) could get wet after
arival in London!

These areas of 1888 and 189617 roofing are
highlighted on the block plan (with Fig 5). The
details oftheir construction are outside the scope of
this article but it is necessary to distinguish them
from the earlier roofing.

Closure and Demolition
The handling of potatoes by rail ceased at an

unknown date in the 1960s and the sidings were
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lifted soon after. However some potato merchants
remained in occupation, now taking delivery by road.

Much demolition took place around 1970 (including
the bulk of the.l850 roofs). What remained after that
was Potato Offices 4-23 and the portion of the 1896
roofing in front of them, still in active use; the
warehouses 37 &38 block; and fragments of the 1850
roofs in the form of columns and spandrel beams
embedded in surviving brickwork and with the 1888
roofing. The rest of the 1896 roofing went in the mid
'70s, as did merchants.3T & 38.

The vegetable merchants eventually vacated and in
1988 demolition of warehouses 4-23 was begun, but
whilst 4-12 were largely removed in that year, work
was then held up for a couple ofyears before the iob
was finished off leaving the whole 1850 terminus site
as open ground. Since c1990, the spandrel beams of
the west side of the 1850 Departure-side roof alone
remain. They survive in connection with the 1888
roofing which is still wholly intact (vide the
photograph here).
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buildings and the open area depicted seems

much lirger than any open area that actually

existed in the immediate vicinity of the potato

market.
This block is already present on the 1862

Stanford map. Its southern faqade can be seen

at the right hand side ofthe photograph at p'60

of The 
-Great 

British Railway Station - Kings

Cross (the photograph is wrongly stated to

have been taken in Goods WaY)'

Taken in August 1973, this view looks down

from York Way (Maiden Lane) on to the

internql roadtuay, through the decaying

1896/7 roofing. Beside the Potato Offices and

roofing still extant can be seen the open

or"a"irot"d by the demoliton of Nos',24-36

(Malcolm Tucker).
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